
 

 

 
WORDPRESS TIPS FOR MORE TRAFFIC & BETTER USER ENGAGEMENT 

 

 
 
I’ve been blogging since the year 2000. My first blog 
was a Blogger style blog. That’s before it was 
scooped up by Google. Since then this site’s been a 
personal portfolio, an online resume and the blog it is 
today. I started using WordPress in 2003 shortly after 
it was first released. I’ve also toyed with other 
blogging platforms such as Ghost, PHPBB and 
Tumblr. The following tips are for running your 
Wordpress blog like a boss. 
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8 MUST HAVE WORDPRESS PLUGINS FOR MORE TRAFFIC 
 
If you currently have a WordPress blog or are considering building one you’ll want to take advantage of 
many available plugins that the WordPress directory has to offer. If you seriously want your blog to be seen 
you’ll want to take note of these highly effective plugins for search engine optimization, spam control and 
overall blog maintenance. They will serve you well. 

 
MUST HAVE WORDPRESS PLUGINS 

1. Akismet is a plugin that comes standard with a base WordPress installation and there’s a 

good reason for that. Akismet is a program for handling comment spam i.e. junk back 

links to spammy web sites. If Akismet finds a comment that looks or smells like spam it 

will be held for future moderation. Moderators can see potential spam comments in the 

admin panel and either approve or delete them. This is a great plugin as there a lot of mischievous 

characters out there looking to use your site as a way to boost their own ad laden web properties or 

promote phishing scams. WordPress approves this plugin and so do I. 

2. Feedburner is a great feature to use to promote and finesse your rss feeds. It allows for 

further customization not only of look, but it also gives you many options to add social 

sharing features, pinging services, Flickr feed integration, widgets, stats and so much 

more. This is a feature for bloggers concerned with SEO and how there sites are 

promoted and seen. It will help you promote your syndicated content and in turn get more eyeballs on 

your pages. 

3. Homepage Excerpts is a light plugin for turning homepage blog posts into easy to digest 

summarized content. This is good for your viewers as they can quickly scan your posts 

and decide if there is something else on your page that interests them. It also helps with 

the search engines by only displaying your content once on your blog. This is good as 

you get penalized by Google and other for duplicate content which can end up getting you black listed. 

This is something you want to avoid at all costs. There are a lot of different page excerpt plugin options 

out there, but this one is compact and easy to configure. From download to activation your looking at 

about 5 minutes of set up time. 

4. Online Backup for WordPress is a must have plugin for anyone who has ever lost 

content. If you’re not running Cron jobs you’ll want some way of making sure your content 

is backed up at some point. This plugin makes it very easy even for the lay user to 

schedule database back-ups to insure that your content does not get lost. If you’ve ever 

had a database driven web site and lost a significant amount of posts or data then you will want to 

implement this plugin to help put your mind at ease and if chmod forbid you get hacked or a server 
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crashes you’ll at least be able to get a recent copy of your web site back online again quickly. This is 

especially important if you are working with clients. If there site goes down you’ll need a means of 

getting it back up. 

5. PubSubHubbub is a great service for promoting your blog feed. Once you publish your 

blog post it will immediately fed to as many social hubs as you define. This is a Google 

product so if you really want to be seen by this search engine mogul it’s a good tool to 

have installed. Pinging services are also available for update in the “Writing” panel in 

WordPress. By default WP blogs are configured to ping Pingomatic, but PubSubHubbub ensures that 

your blog is seen by more hubs and services and that’s a very good thing for anyone looking for blog 

traffic. 

6. W3 Total Cache is a plugin for reducing the load time of your blog. W3 Total Cache 

makes sure that every aspect of your blog is cached creating a much better user 

experience for your subscribers. If you notice your bounce rate increasing it may be 

because your pages takes too long to load. Internet viewers have a short attention span. 

If your page takes a long time to load you can be losing viewers. Serving up your pages as quickly as 

possible ensures better viewer loyalty. 

7. WordPress SEO by Yoast is a great search engine optimization tool for beginners or 

advanced SEO pros alike. It makes sure your descriptions are optimized for the SERPS 

and your content is optimized around the keyword you define. It provides a real time view 

of your search engine listing to give you a better idea of what searchers are seeing when 

they Google you. It will tell you if you’re focused keyword appears often enough, if it’s in your title, 

content, meta and url. It also has some powerful keyword suggestion options that can help you make 

your posts be seen by suggesting terms people are searching for. 

8. WP-Optimize is great for cleaning up your database by removing old revisions, drafts and 

unapproved comments. It helps clean out your database tables so that extraneous 

information does not become a problem in the future. It will alert you of any tables that 

may be getting increasingly larger. WP-Optimize will help reduce unnecessary space 

being used up by content that isn’t viewable by your viewers any ways. 

 

MAKE YOUR WORDPRESS BLOG WORK FOR YOU 

These aren’t the only plugins you should be using if you’re interested in more traffic and better user 
experiences, but it’s a good base. Making sure your site is free of spam that it loads fast and that is actually 
seen will increase your ROI and viewer ship. You’ve taken the time to create engaging content. These 
plugins will help ensure that your content gets in front of more eyeballs and potential customers or a 
broader audience. 
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Have you noticed your site takes a while to load? Are you actively paying attention to Google 
Analytics? If not you should be for a number of reasons, but for one your page may be loading 
painfully slow which turns off readers as well as Google. Read on with this post to decrease 
WordPress load times and stop losing clicks to your competition. 
 
Readers are fickle. They have an attention span that lasts 3-4 seconds. If they click on your link and 
wind up on a page that takes forever to load they’re likely to leave. If you’re curious to see if this is 
happening to you login to your Google Analytics account and check out your bounce rate. A bounce is 
what it sounds like. Someone winds up on your site, doesn’t see what they want to immediately and 
they bounce. 

LESS EYES = LESS CLICKS = POSSIBLE REVENUE & VISITORS LOST 

If you have a blog it’s likely you’re trying to make some money with ads. If no one reads your content 
they likely won’t click your links. If they don’t click your links you don’t get paid from your affiliates. In 
this post I’ll outline how to determine if your web site takes forever to load and what you can do about t  

HOW TO TELL IF YOUR WEBSITE IS PAINFULLY SLOW? 

Chances are if your site is slow you already know, but maybe you’re too close to your property to 
know. One great way to determine the speed of your web site is by using the Website Speed Test 
tool from Pingdom.com. It’s a great free tool that will not only tell you how long it takes your website to 
load, but it will also point out issues leading to the slow-down. 
 
Once you have a base line you can start to tackle the problem of speeding up your web site. If you 
want to keep your readers this is key. In fact, if you’re a serious blogger this is one of the more 
important things you can do to increase visitors as well as visitor retention. 
 

REMOVE UNUSED WORDPRESS PLUGINS TO DECREASE WORDPRESS LOAD TIMES 

One of the main things likely slowing your WordPress site down is heavy or unused plugins. If this is 
the case for you it’s time to decide if the plugins you have running are worth it. If you’re goal is more 
readers it’s likely worth it to remove clunky plugins that are slowing your site down. 

If you’re like me you probably have a bunch of plugins installed sitting on the back burner to be used at 
a later date. If this is the case you should determine if it’s time to delete or deactivate these. One really 
quick way to determine if you’re plugins are slowing down your blog are to go to your plugins page and 
disable every plugin you have installed. Then reload your page. If you notice it fires right up after all 
plugins are disabled you’ve found a culprit. 

WORDPRESS PLUGINS FOR SPEEDING UP YOUR WEBSITE 

Understandably plugins can be an important part of your site. Even if they are cumbersome they might 
well be necessary for your needs. If this is the case there are a few plugins to try that can help speed 
up your website anyway. 
 
Probably the best tool for speed I’ve found to date is WP Super Cache. It’s a great caching system that 
isn’t too bulky that greatly decreases load times by caching as much of your website as possible. 
Another good tool for caching is Hyper Cache. It does a lot of the same things as Super Cache and 
can be run at the same time. 
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I just installed Autoptimize as it has been referred to me by fellow bloggers. It sounds a lot like a Minify 
script to me. Autoptimize optimizes the speed of your web site by condensing CSS and Javascript 
code. I just started using this one, but it does come highly recommended. I’ll post back about this 
plugin after I’ve had a chance to run it for a little bit. 
 

HOW DO I TELL WHICH WORDPRESS PLUGINS ARE TOO HEAVY? 

If you determine your plugins are too heavy a great tool for analyzing whether you should keep them 
installed or not is the P3 (Plugin Performance Profiler) plugin. It scans your plugin directory for heavy 
code. It will show you how to decrease WordPress load times by pointing out heavy plugins. If you’re 
not sure if you want to delete plugins simply deactivate them. Do this to all the offenders and reload 
P3. It will tell you how much faster your site is. From here it’s up to you to decide whether to keep 
offending code installed or not. 
 

WORDPRESS PLUGINS FOR BETTER USER ENGAGEMENT 
 
Do you have a popular blog that gets a good amount of website traffic on a daily basis? Do you work 
hard to promote and market your blog to drive new viewers while retaining your current online 
community? Have you worked tirelessly to find new avenues to create and promote new content to 
increase viewer-ship? If you’re like me you’ve put a lot of work into growing and cultivating your niche. 
If you have the traffic it’s time for the next step in the process of making your website a pillar in the 
digital community. It’s time to take that next step in becoming an authority site that people respect, visit 
regularly and possibly most importantly recommend to other people. 

Today I’ll be reviewing WordPress plugins that engage users and gets them commenting and 
participating on your website. A website that gets regular comments shows value not only to its users, 
but to the search engine bots. The bots which in turn send data about your site and your niche to the 
SERPS. If you’ve nailed down your niche then it’s time to engage your viewers and cultivate good 
content to in turn create great website content. 
 

COMMENTS EVOLVED FOR WORDPRESS 
The Comments Evolved for WordPress is a great plugin for getting more comments on your site as it 
integrates a list of popular social networks and commenting platforms. This is important as this plugin 
takes advantage of G+ Comments, Facebook, Disqus, WordPress Comments, and Trackbacks. This 
makes it easier for people to leave comments on your site by commenting using their favorite social 
network; which chances are they are already logged into. 
 
Not having to login to yet another interface or set up another profile makes it pretty effortless for your 
viewers to leave comments. With this plugin your users can comment without having to login to yet 
another profile. The easier it is for them, the better the chance is that they’ll engage with your site. 

COMMENTLUV FOR WORDPRESS 
Commentluv helps to engage your users by leaving a link back to their latest post every time they post 
a comment on your website. Backlinks are often what people leaving comments are looking for. This 
plugin automatically links back to their website every time they post. 
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This makes it easy for users to link back to new content. The less they have to do, the better the 
chance is that they will engage your site and in turn help you to engage more viewers. The more 
comments your site has the better the chances you have on getting more comments and sign ups from 
new users. 

RATING-WIDGET FOR WORDPRESS 
The star rating widget helps to engage viewers by giving them a simple way to show they appreciate 
your content by giving it a star value. It’s a simple plugin that viewers don’t have to even be logged in 
to use. This not only helps easily draw attention to new users to your popular posts. 
This data can be used to help come up with new content as well as direct new viewers to popular 
content on your website. The plugin has short code options for embedding this data where you wish 
either in a post or in a widget. Popular posts get attention and in turn more engagement. 

CAPTAIN UP ENGAGEMENT PLATFORM FOR WORDPRESS 

I just started using the Captain Up plugin, but can already see how it can help engage new and 
returning visitors to engage with your website and help create better comment rich content. Captain Up 
works by adding leader boards, levels and badges in a game like system encouraging people to 
interact with your site. This works by rewarding viewers for sharing, tweeting and otherwise 
commenting on content with badges and trophies. 
 

BETTER USER ENGAGEMENT = USER RETENTION 

Making things easier for your viewers and rewarding them are great ways to get people interacting 
with your site. If you’re serious about blogging then these plugins will not only help grow your virtual 
presence, but increase readership and ultimately help you create viral content that people share over 
and over again. 
 

DECREASE PAGE LOAD TIMES AND INCREASE VISITOR RETENTION 
If you’re serious about blogging then you do your very best to write good content and provide your 
visitors with new and compelling media. You embed relevant videos and take advantage of new and 
interesting widgets to make your site appealing to readers so they continue to come back. You 
experiment with new plugins for engagement and ways to implement widgets to make your site 
somewhere that draws in more and more readers. 
This may be one of your problems. In this post I will go over a potential mistake you may be making 
that is hurting your visitor retention and generating huge bounce rates. 

ARE YOUR MUST HAVE PLUGINS REALLY MUST HAVE? 

Plugins are great and perform a whole variety of different tasks and provide your site with options you 
don’t get right out of the box, but are they necessary? The WordPress plugins you installed to 
syndicate another web site to your own might be doing more harm than good. It’s easy to fall in the 
pattern of installing plugin after plugin, but this may be slowing your site down more than doing it any 
good. 
 
Every plugin you have requires resources to run. Resources add up and increase requests to data. 
When this happens your pages will lag. The more plugins you have the more resources you will need 
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for your site to operate. If your site is particularly resource intensive you may be suffering from your 
resources rather than benefiting. 

It may be time for an agonizing reappraisal of your installed plugins. It’s time to ask yourself if these 
are something you need, something you like or perhaps something you even forgot you had installed? 
If your website takes long to load you may be losing visitors rather than engaging them. 

IF GOOD CONTENT IS KING THEN ACCESS TO GOOD CONTENT IS GOD 

If you spend your time writing good content it means you are spending time evaluating the keywords 
you are targeting. If you’re spending time doing keyword research don’t let your efforts be in vain. If 
your pages are slow you will lose visitors and scare off anyone who may have found you by the 
arduous work you did researching those said keywords. 

If you don’t believe me just have a look at your Google Analytics. Do you notice a spike in visitors, but 
an extremely low engagement time? These are called bounces and are what happens when your page 
takes too long to load. Your visitors bounce right off your webpage. So again if you have a bunch of 
plugins and widgets that make up your website it’s time to decide which plugins should stay and which 
need to go. 

ARE HEAVY PAGES KILLING YOUR TRAFFIC? 
If your pages are slowing you down here are a few tools you can use to speed up slow loading 
offenders. The following tools can help you find the things that are slowing your website down. From 
here you can decide whether or not you need something or whether you just like it. Remember what 
you like your visitors don’t necessarily. If it’s not helping you or it’s not making you money do you really 
need it? 
 

TOOLS FOR DECREASING PAGE LOAD TIMES 
In preparation for this post I used the following tools to help point out the parts of my site that were 
slowing everything down. In all I deactivated 21 plugins which took my page from a 21.5 second page 
load to a 2.24 second load time. 

 Pingdom: For starters use this service to test the page load of your website. After you uninstall 

plugins use this service to test how long it takes your page to load. 

 P3 Plugin Profiler: This is a great WordPress plugin you can use to find the plugins that are 

bogging your website down. This plugin will point out plugin offenders and help you evaluate if 

you need the installed offender or not. 

 WP Super Cache: This plugin generates static html files from your blog. After a page is created 

static html files will be loaded decreasing references back to your database. 

 

KEEP YOUR VISITORS HAPPY AND THEY’LL COME BACK 

Give your readers what they want and they will come back. Not only that, but they will encourage new 
viewers through social media, user engagement, comments and good old fashioned reference. 
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